


Welcome to the Spring 2010 Biological Systems 
Engineering Newsletter 

Welcome 
to the 

spring 2010 
departmental 
newsletter. 
Many exciting 
developments 
continue to 
make the life 
of our unit, for 
all the people 
involved in 
this enterprise, 
much more 
interesting. 

The department has experienced 
extraordinary and positive changes 
during the last decade, and will likely 
continue to do so in the foreseeable 
future. Graduate education and research 
activities revolve around significant 
societal issues in the areas of food 
processing and safety, renewable fuel, 
and land, air, and water resources. 
There are many ongOing research 
activities by departmental faculty 
and graduate students. Among those 
are the development of science and 
technologies for the production 
of selected renewable fuels and 
bioproducts, as well as advanced food 
processing and packaging methods that 
improve the efficiency of production 

and make packaged foods safer and 
more nutritional. Significant efforts are 
also being devoted to the protection of 
land, air, water, and the environment 
to reduce the impact of agriculturally 
derived waste streams and science for a 
better understanding of diffuse pollution 
and its mitigation. 

This year, we have a new area of research 
emphasis. Agricultural Automation 
focuses on automated production and 
post-harvest equipment for specialty 
crop producers. This area of emphasis 
was initiated in response to a need 
dictated by the economics of raiSing 
specialty crops, where labor is often 
the highest cost for production. 
This is a problem with significant 
long-term projection as the world 
population begins to stabilize and the 
shortage of qualified labor becomes 
more pronounced. We have hired Dr. 
Qin Zhang, a senior researcher with 
considerable expertise, to lead in this 
area. We are currently conducting a 
search to hire another researcher who, 
along with Dr. Zhang and Dr. Marvin 
]. Pitts, will make up a team that will 
likely grow in the future. Other new 
hires include two assistant professors 
who will augment our bioenergy and 
bioproducts efforts, giving us four 

researchers in the bioenergy area. 
These researchers are complimented 
by a strong partnership and sharing 
of facilities and equipment located 
throughout the state in Tri-Cities and 
on the Pullman campus. WSU Biological 
Sciences and Engineering Laboratory, 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 
Biological Systems Engineering, and the 
School of Chemical Engineering and 
Bioengineering make up this cooperative 
effort. 

Other exciting developments this year 
include approval by the u.S. Food and 
Drug Administration for the use of 
microwave energy in the commercial 
processing of pre-packaged low-acid 
foods. This breakthrough is based on the 
science, engineering, and technology 
development of a team of researchers in 
the department led by Dr. ]uming Tang. 

We invite you to join and participate in 
our efforts for a better tomorrow. 
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Our Mission 

The Department of Biological Systems Engineering delivers 
high-quality engineering research, teaching, and outreach 
programs to support the state, national, and global bio
economy, with emphasis on applications in the agricultural, 
energy, and environmental sectors. 

The department has an entrepreneurial faculty with the size, 
expertise, experience, and state-of-the-art facilities to be a 
leading research and graduate education unit at WSU and a 
top performer among peer units nationwide. 

Contact Us 
Department of Biological Systems Engineering 
Washington State University 
PO Box 646120 
Pullman WA 99164-6120 
509-335-1578 
bsyse@wsu.edu 
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Revolutionary New Food Processing Technology Dramatically Improves 

Food Quality and Nutrition, Gains FDA Approval 

Imagine a salmon filet that looks, 
tastes, and has the same nutritional 
punch as freshly cooked salmon in 
a ready-to-eat meal that can stay on 
the shelf for two or three years. A new 
technology developed at Washington 
State University has made that dream a 
reality. 

For the first time ever, the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration has approved 
the use of microwave energy in the 
commercial processing of prepackaged, 
low-acid foods. The technology 
developed at WSU could revolutionize 
how we preserve and process food . 

Juming Tang, a professor in the WSU 
Department of Biological Systems 
Engineering, led a team of university, 
industry, and U.S. military scientists 
to develop the technology. The results 
include food with a longer shelf life 
as well as better flavor and nutritional 
value compared to more traditional food 
processing methods such as canning. 

"Filing for new processes for producing 
shelf-stable, low-acid foods must pass 
rigorous reviews by FDA to ensure that 
the technology is sCientifically sound 
and the products are safe," Tang said. 
"Our team patented system designs in 
October 2006 after more than 10 years 
of research. We spent another three 
years developing a semi-continuous 
system, collecting engineering data, and 
microbiologically validating the process 
before receiving FDA acceptance." 

The team's Microwave Sterilization 
Process technology combines volumetric 
heating with 915 MHz microwave 
energy, which is different than what is 
used in microwave ovens at home, with 
surface heating using pressurized hot 
water to eliminate food pathogens. The 
process exposes single serving containers 
to elevated temperatures for just five 
to eight minutes and produces safe 
foods with much higher quality than 
conventionally processed ready-to-eat 
meals. 

Spearheaded by the U.S. Army 
Soldier Systems Center in Natick, 
Massachusetts, the project has been 
funded from a variety of sources and a 
consortium of industry members that 
include Kraft Foods, Hormel, Master 
Foods, Ocean Beauty Seafoods, Rexam 
Containers, Ferrite Components, and 

Graphic Packaging. The WSU team also 
worked closely with process authorities 
of the Seafood Products Association 
in Seattle and Hormel to establish 
validation procedures and to prepare 
filing documents . In addition, faculty 
members from other WSU departments, 
particularly Food Science, contributed to 
the success of the project. 

"The team's collective efforts have 
brought a new food processing 
technology to the forefront, which will 
truly benefit not only the commercial 
sector but our military personnel 
worldwide with a wider variety of high 
quality, shelf-stable foods, " said Gerald 
Darsch, director of the U.S. Department 
of Defense Combat Feeding unit. ''It is 
truly a tremendous accomplishment. 

Evan Turek, senior fellow and 
top scientist at Kraft Foods, 
said the new technology will 
make a huge difference for 
the food industry. 

"Since the introduction 
of industrial microwave 
ovens in the late 1940s, 
the food industry has been 
interested in exploiting the 
rapid heating capability of 
microwaves to improve the 
quality of canned food," he 
said. liThe technical issue 
has always been ensuring 
uniform and reproducible 
heat treatment, and it has 
eluded researchers for nearly 
70 years. Dr. Tang had a 
vision about how these 
issues might be overcome, 
and for the past ten years, 
his leadership, coupled 
with the creativity and 
engineering acumen of his 
research staff and students, 
have established a protocol 
for microwave sterilization. 
We at Kraft are proud to have 
been early supporters of the research 
program at WSU and look forward to the 
commercialization of the technology." 

WSU officials agreed. "This is a great 
example of how research universities like 
Washington State University produce 
breakthroughs that make an immediate 
impact on our nation and world. This 
new technology promises Significant 
advances in food safety and quality to 

benefit everyone," said Howard Grimes, 
vice president for research . 

Dan Bernardo, dean of the WSU College 
of Agricultural, Human, and Natural 
Resource SCiences, said the impact of 
the science will be dramatic."There have 
been very few advances leading to FDA
accepted food processing technologies 
in recent history," he said. liThe FDA's 
approval of this new technology truly 
could revolutionize the way we process 
and preserve food, ensuring food safety, 
increaSing its longevity, and maximizing 
the retention of its flavor and nutrition." 

Ralph Cavalieri, director of the WSU 
Agricultural Research Center, said 
Tang's research has global benefits. lilt 
is important across a range of 

applications," he said. "From feeding 
astronauts on long-term space missions 
or soldiers in the field to transporting 
and storing food for areas of the world 
where people are unable to produce 
enough food locally to feed themselves. " 

See Microwave, Page 5 
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Department Announcements and Events 


BSysE Chair Claudio Sl'ikkll' congratulating 

Rill Rmve 011 his 5uvice (0 ti,e departmen t. 


Bowe Leaves Biological Systems 	 support role in many of BSysE's research In addition, she provides early 
activities. His expertise includes comprehensive support for all aspects Engineering after 31 Years 
irrigation systems and installing soil of the Center for Bioprocessing 

In September 2009, the department moisture sensors and weather stations, and Bioproducts Engineering. 
hosted a farewell celebration for as well as water quality monitoring and Congratulations on 2S years at WSU! 
William (Bill) Bowe, who accepted using water discharge and temperature 
a position with the Snohomish devices. 
Conservation District's (SCD) Pierce Elected President of 
Water Quality division after serving Bowe's work for the SCD will focus American Society of Agronomy 
Washington State University for on the Stillaguamish River watershed Dr. Francis J. Pierce, director of the more than 31 years. Bowe joined the and Miller Creek and Pilchuck Creek WSU Center for Precision Agriculture, agricultural engineering department Total Maximum Daily Loads grants. In was elected to serve as the 2010in 1978 and played a key technical addition, he will work on the Bear Creek president of the American Society of 

and Fish Creek water quality grants and Agronomy (ASA) . 
water assessments associated with the 
WSU-Qualco Energy anaerobic digester The ASA is a prominent international 
project. scientific society headquartered in 

Madison, Wisconsin, dedicated to the 
conservation and wise use of natural Celebrating 2S Years at WSU resources to produce food, feed, and 

Joan Hagedorn, BSysE administrative fiber crops while maintaining and 
assistant, celebrated 2S years at WSU improving the environment. 
on October 20,2009. Hagedorn, who 
is usually the first person to meet our 
future graduate students, works tirelessly 
to help manage the department's 
business affairs and promote the work 
of faculty research and achievements. 

BSysE Welcomes New Faculty to the Department 

Dr. Qin Zhang with respect to off-road equipment, and to couple research 
Professor and Senior Scientist projects with teaching for effectively training students. Mobile 
Senior Automation Engineer mechatronics is an integrated technology of mechaniCS, 
WSU Center for Precision Agriculture electronics, and automation to support basic automation 

functions for off-road equipment. Agricultural infotronics is 
Biological Systems Engineering welcomed Professor Qin an emerging work site management technology for collecting, 
Zhang to the department in August 2009. Dr. Zhang is a processing, and utilizing production information "on-the-go" 
senior SCientist in Agricultural Automation at the Washington during field operations. 
State University Center for Precision Agriculture. He received 
his doctorate in agricultural engineering from the University From his research, Zhang has written one textbook and four 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 1991, his master's of chapters in other books, published over 89 peer-reviewed 
science degree in agricultural engineering from the University journal articles, presented over 200 papers at national and 
of Idaho in 1987, and his bachelor's of science degree in international conferences, and has been awarded nine U.S. 
mechanical engineering from Zhejiang Agricultural University patents. He is currently serving on the editorial board for 
in China in 1982. Computers and Electronics in Agriculture. He has been invited to 

give numerous seminars and short courses at 12 universities, 
Prior to his arrival at WSU, Zhang was a professor of off-road five research institutes, and five industry companies in the 
eqUipment engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana United States, Mexico, Japan, Korea, and China and was 
Champaign (UlUC), and before joining the faculty at UIUC invited to give keynote speeches at international technical 
in 1997, he worked for Caterpillar Inc. as a senior engineer. conferences six times. His current research focus is on the 
At UIUC he focused his teaching and research activities on development and implementation of automated technologies 
developing an understanding of mobile mechatronics and for specialty crops production. 
agricultural infotronics, to develop fundamental technologies 



Faculty Research News 

Climate Friendly Fanning Team Wins USDA 
Award 
In September 2009, the Washington State University Climate 
Friendly Farming Team won a USDA National Institute of 
Food and Agriculture Partnership Award for Innovative 
Program Models. NIFA is the new name of the organization 
formerly known as Cooperative State Research, Education, and 
Extension Service. 

Climate Friendly Farming is a project of WSU's Center for 
Sustaining Agriculture and Natural Resources designed to 
explore how agriculture can move from a source of greenhouse 
gases to a sink for carbon with the goal of mitigating global 
warming. Three farming systems were studied: dairy, irrigated 
crops, and dryland grain. The project combined field 
studies, computer modeling, technology development and 
deployment, and educational outreach . 

One of the project's most exciting innovations is an anaerobic 
digester that takes dairy cow manure from "rot to watts," 
collecting methane gas that can be used to generate electricity 
or used as a vehicle fuel. Another is a crop-soil simulation 
model that can potentially be used to validate agricultural 
credits in a carbon market or cap-and-trade system. 

The project was developed in concert with its initial funder, 
the Paul G. Allen Family Foundation. In 2003, the Allen 
Foundation approached CSANR looking to support research 
that investigated the connection between agriculture and the 
environment. The Allen Foundation funded the project with 
an initial $3.75 million. To date, the project has been funded 
with about $lO million. 

Congress Appropriates $2 million for 
Washington Algae Research 
WSU, in collaboration with two Washington-based businesses, 
was awarded $2 million for algae research. U.S. Senator Patty 
Murray (D-WA) announced her plan to include the funding in 
the 20lO Water and Energy Appropriations Bill. 

On October 13, 2009, both houses of Congress passed the 
bill, and it was officially signed into law by President Obama 
on October 23, 2009. According to Murray, the funding will 
help "create high-skill jobs in both Pullman and the Puget 
Sound area and provide researchers with the resources they 

need to develop new, 
energy-efficient algal 
fuel sources. Algae is a 
particularly promising 
candidate for fuel use 
because its efficiency 
in capturing solar 
energy results in higher 
productivity per unit area 
than a traditional bio-fuel 
energy crop." 

"Washington State 
University is committed to 

partnering with the clean-technology sector to find innovative 
solutions for supplying energy and improving environmental 

quality," said Howard Grimes, WSU vice president for research 
and dean of the Graduate School. "This funding will allow 
our scholars and partners to apply their knowledge to solve 
problems and create economic opportunity in the Pacific 
Northwest and throughout the world." 

Improving Thennal Processing of Foods Sealed 
in Military-Ration Polymeric Trays 
Dr. Gustavo Barbosa-Canovas, professor of food engineering, 
received a three-year contract from the Defense Logistics 
Agency for $767,481 to improve thermal processing methods 
for military rations . Investigators on the project from 
Biological Systems Engineering include postdoctoral fellow 
Daniela Bermudez and Dr. Shyam Sablani, professor of food 
engineering. 

The research team's objective is to develop and validate 
thermal processing models for representative military ratiOns, 
which are commonly packaged in polymeric trays. The foods 
selected will represent solid foods with gravy or equivalent 
liquid, semi-liquid foods with large particulates, and liquid 
foods that can be pumped. Each type of food represents a 
different challenge in terms of identifying optimal processing 
conditions that will produce a safe product with excellent 
quality at reasonable cost. This research hopes to change 
the current practice of over-processing military rations in 
polymeric trays in order to ensure sterilization. Although the 
current process keeps the food safe, it significantly decreases 
the quality of the rations . 

Maximizing Sugar Yields for Bio-fuel Production 
Dr. Manual Garcia-Perez was awarded $297,239 from the 
National Science Foundation for "Understanding Cellulose 
Primary Thermo-chemical Reactions to Enhance the Yields of 
Anhydrosaccharids from Fast Pyrolisis ." Garcia-Perez's research 
focuses on advancing the understanding of four important 
cellulose solid phase reactions and the effect of lignin on 
these reactions. 
By determining 
appropriate 
pretreatment 
methods, Garcia
Perez expects 
his research to 
help improve 
the conversion 
efficiencies of lignin, 
thus resulting in 
greater bio-oil yields . 

Dr. (;/lre;(I·Pel1!z willi gradllat(' sllldmlS 
The long-term plans in Ole research/abo 

of his research are 
to develop new 
technologies for mobile pyrolysis units and bio-oil refineries to 
produce ethanol, green gasoline, and other second generation 
bio-fuels and chemicals. 



Biological Systems Engineering Researchers take part in USDA 
Specialty Crop Research 

Washington State University research 
teams have been awarded more than 
$15 million in U.S. Department of 
Agriculture grants aimed at specialty 
crops such as tree fruit , wine grapes, 
and potatoes. They will receive nearly 
a third of the $47.3 million awarded 
nationally, which places them among 
the top recipients in the country. 

U.S. Senator Patty Murray said the 
funds will make a difference for 
Washington growers. "Washington 
state farmers are among the best in the 
nation at producing specialty crops like 
apples, cherries, and pears," Murray 
said. "These USDA grants will give 
Washington State University researchers 

the resources they need to keep our 
state on the cutting edge of agricultural 
research and help our farmers continue 
to grow the healthy, delicious crops 
that feed our families and support our 
communities." 

• 	 $1 .5 million to a team led by Fran 
Pierce, director of WSU's Center 
for Precision Agricultural Systems, 
for "Precision Management 
of Specialty Crops through 
Sensor-based Decision Making." 
Collaborators include biological 
systems engineers Qin Zhang and 
Troy Peters and soil scientist Joan 
Davenport. 

• 	 $50,000 to a team led by biological 
systems engineer Marvin Pitts for 
"Placing Fruit Canopy Management 
Automation Technology in the 
Field." Collaborators include 
horticulturists Carter Clary 
and Tom Walters and cherry 
physiologist Matt Whiting. 

• 	 $50,000 to a team led by WSU 
Extension educator Gwen 
Hoheisel for "Development of a 
Smart Targeted Spray Application 
Technology Roadmap for Specialty 
Crops." Collaborators include 
entomologist Jay Brunner and 
biological systems engineers Qin 
Zhang and Marvin Pitts. 

Microwave Cavalieri said the project would not have been possible without support from a variety of sectors. "We 

from Page 2 have worked synchronously with industry, the Army and the university to make this happen," he said. 
"Dr. Tang's research also has received incredible support from Washington's Congressional delegation, 
especially Senator Patty Murray." 

Murray said ensuring funding for projects such as Tang's is part of an overall effort to support 
Washington's agricultural and food industry in ways that benefit the nation and world."This is great news for WSU, our 
growers, and American food processors," she said. "It will help our growers and processors stay more competitive in the global 
marketplace and increase food safety for consumers. " 

Biological Systems Engineering 
Visitation Program 

Each year, Biological Systems Engineering invites 
highly qualified college seniors and graduate students 
to campus for one weekend to see what our program 
offers. 

The program features an all-expense-paid visit, one
on-one meetings with faculty researchers, guest 
presentations, and other activities. 

For more information, visit www.bsyse.wsu.edu or 
email the department at bsyse@wsu.edu. 
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